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1 JPYR Introduction
JPYR (JPY + Rexx) is a token issued on
Rexx chain that attempts to be tied to the
Japanese, which can be transferred,
stored and consumed in digital asset
market. 1JPYR equals to 1 Japanese Yen.
In order to guarantee the value of JPYR,
every time we issue JPYR, there will be an
equivalent amount of Japanese Yen which
are held in an address.

2 JPYR Offering
2.1 JPYR Offering Introduction

JPYR Initial Offering
JPYR is based on the new commercial-grade public blockchain Rexx, which is a part of
the Rexx Association. The offering of JPYR uses a guarantee mechanism. JPYR will be
initially offered on October , 2019, with a circulation of 300 million, backed with 40 million
EIC as collateral, with a total value of 300 million yen.

1JPYR

Rexx Exchange

JPYR aims to connect international financial 
market with Japan‘s blockchain market, 
providing individuals and enterprises with 
convenient cross-border payment and 
settlement. JPYR also provides local exchange
service for digital currency and legal tender. At 
the beginning, JPYR is backed by EIC Project 
based on Rexx; In the later stage, JPYR will be 
valued through other projects in the Rexx public 
chain ecology and high-value digital currencies 
such as BTC, ETH, USDT or other entity asset 
guarantees;
In the future, JPYR will also dive deep into the 
major public chain ecology, including public 
welfare, mining, intelligent IoT, international real 
estate investment, cross-chain financial 
services and other fields.

=

Energy Industry Blockchain

Offering
Collateral

JPYR

Circulation：
300,000,000 pieces

EIC 40,000,000 pieces
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Parameter Name Parameter Value

Circulation 300,000,000 units

Consensus Mechanism DPOS+PBFT

Transaction Concurrency ≥3000Tps

Cold Wallet Support

Web Wallet Support

DAPP Support

Smart Contracts Support

Master Node Support

Transaction Fee ≥0.00295REX

JPYR Technology Parameters

Coin Burning

ADDITIONAL OFFERING/ COIN BURNING：When the difference between the
collateral value and the JPYR value exceeds 20%, the Rexx Association will issue or
destroy the JPYR to ensure that the difference is reduced to ±5%. In the future, JPYR
and collateral will be adjusted according to the actual situation of the blockchain
ecology.

Additional Offering

JPYR
Collateral Value JPYR Value
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https://explorer.rexx.world/#/token/JPYR/ issueraddress

2.2 JPYR Technical Advantages

Open  Cryptocurrency Wallet
HelloPay is a convenient wallet app in the
Rexx ecosystem, including powerful E-
wallet features and support for the
hardware wallet. JPYR has been
supported by HelloPay, enabling users to
use the JPYR wallet easily.

Fast and Efficient Transaction 
Processing System

JPYR adopted the RSC protocol which
was released on the next-generation
commercial-grade public chain Rexx
rather than Omni and ERC protocols,
which greatly improved the transaction
processing speed and brought our
users with quicker, cheaper, and more
inter-operable transfers.

Fair and Transparent Information 
System

Open and Comprehensive 
Technology and Compatible Protocol

Individuals and enterprises use JPYR for
transactions, payments, etc. The Rexx
Association's implementations of JPYR
include operating expenses, additional
offering, destruction, etc. Users can query
on the Rexx freely. Click the link below for
details :

JPYR was initially distributed within the
Rexx ecosystem to help enable high-
speed payments and settlements in all
areas of the Rexx ecosystem.

iOS Android

Rexx
Ecosystem

Other Ecosystem

JPYR

JPYR

Parameter Name Parameter Value

TPS ≥3000

Handling Capacity 30000
transactions/s
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2.3 JPYR Guarantee Mechanism

Digital Asset Guarantee：

Early on, JPYR is backed by EIC in the
energy industry blockchain ecosystem.,
Bitcoin mining in the Rexx ecosystem can
be achieved with EIC. It can be said that
the value of EIC is given by Bitcoin. EIC as
collateral for JPYR means that the value of
JPYR is also indirectly given by Bitcoin.
In the future, the digital asset guarantee of
JPYR will not only be limited to EIC, but
also will be backed by such as BTC, ETH,
USDT and other high-value
cryptocurrencies recognized by the Rexx
public chain and other public chains.

Entity Asset Guarantee：
JPYR is backed by internationally
recognized high-value currencies and gold,
legal tender and international currency as
entity asset guarantee.

Two types: digital asset guarantee and entity asset guarantee.

Global high-value currency

Legal currency such as US dollar, 
Japanese yen, and Renminbi

EIC: token issued by the Bitcoin mining
project in the Rexx Ecology, it can be
exchanged with BTC in real time.
BTC: Digital gold, a high-value digital
currency.
ETH: second only to BTC, high-value

digital currency.
USDT: The most widely used stablecoin
on the market.

Digital Asset
Gold

Fiat Currency

Collateral

Digital Asset 
EIC

BTC

ETH

USDT

…

Entity Asset 
Gold

USD

YEN

CNY

…

Guarantee Mechanism
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3 JPYR Application scenario
JPYR allows developers to apply them to decentralized apps or smart contracts. It
means that JPYR will be fully compatible with all ecosystems in the future, circulate in
various application scenarios and major public chains, and penetrate into various fields
to achieve transparent and efficient transactions across border and platform.

3.1 Circulation Within Rexx Ecosystem
Supporting Charities
The goal of the ACT project is to achieve
the equivalent exchange of “love“ ，
“ courage“, ”money“. ACT is a digital
currency issued for social welfare
activities. It aims to record social welfare
and quantify the contribution of social
welfare. It is a typical example of
blockchain industry in Japan.
JPYR combines ACT to meet the needs
of individuals and enterprises to support
charities.

Bitcoin Mining
EIC is a new mining ecosystem that is
designed and developed by Phoenix
Capital, Huobi Mining and Rexx main
chain technology team. It is a mining
ecosystem to solve all the problems of
offline mining industry with its own
advantages, and also the first solution for
technology and renewable energy.
JPYR joined the EIC mining ecosystem,
which greatly reduced the exchange
process between EIC and legal tender and
provided traffic entrances for the EIC
ecological mining ecology.

Intelligent IoT
AMT is a new generation of intelligent IoT
solutions based on Rexx main network. It
aims to create a transparent, real, and
interconnected network of things.
JPYR combines AMT intelligent IoT to
provide a solution for cross-border and
cross-chain high-speed settlement.

Miner Helper

JPYR

EIC

Mining

JPYR

ACT Participate activities

AMT

JPYR

Intelligent IoT
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4 JPYR Development Plan

Initial Offering
2019.10

Log in to the Rexx exchange 
and open the REX/JPYR 
2019.11

Open EIC / JPYR
2019.12

Open AMT / JPYR
2020.2

Open JPYR /CNYR
2020.8

Open BTC / JPYR
2020.5

Open JPYR/USDT 
2020. 12

Open JPYR/MHB
2021.2

International Real Estate 
Investment Business
Marhba (MHB) is a token issued on the
Rexx public chain that can be used to
trade real estate in Dubai and generate
revenue. The Marhba ecosystem, which
makes business faster and safer for
investors, is supported by blockchain
technology.

JPYR is combined with MHB to provide a
quick and convenient way to transfer
money for international real estate
investment, with reducing fees.

Real Estate Market

MHB M

JPYR

3.2 Cross-Chain Financial Services
In the future, JPYR will cooperate with
major public chains outside the Rexx
ecosystem to provide financial services.
Including but not limited to: public
offerings, private offerings as new projects;
intermediate currencies in on-market and
over-the-counter markets; guarantees in
other ecological currencies; development
of more financial derivatives.

M

JPYR

Blockchain 
Ecology

M

Financial 
Market
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6 References
6.1 Rexx Association Introduction：

The Rexx Association is jointly established by the members from the United States,
Japan, Singapore, China, South Korea, Russia and other countries. The main body is
in Singapore. The team members have many years of experience in the blockchain
industry. The association is committed to the collection of digital assets for ecosystem
design and R&D, operations management, and integrated governance. All of the
Foundation’s operational information will be audited annually and will be open and
transparent to all users of the community, helping the ecosystem to operate smoothly.
Rexx Association address：https://RexxChain.org/

6.2 Other Related Projects:
JPYR   official website：https://JPYR.RexxChain.org
EIC official website ：https://eicchain.io/#/
HelloPay official website ：https://Hellopay-Wallet.io/

6.3 JPYR Guarantees Addresses:

EIC guarantees address：Rexxhs2UMpAWbgBdGskv13EtMSQLgiY3VCFbVXv
BTC guarantees address：1HM9vNhhsVC3q4RthKXNXd7RtGV8eoAUm2
USDT guarantees address：1NKMTnkjXzGj8fsWQNczE6jPDzUmZLTEBV

Rexx Block Explorer : https://explorer.rexx.world/#/
Bitcoin Block Explorer : https://btc.com
USDT Block Explorer : https://omniexplorer.info

5 Terms of Service
This document is for informational purposes only and is provided for informational
purposes only.
This document does not constitute a recommendation for transactions, nor is it a
contract or commitment of any kind.
The goals listed in this white paper may change in the light of unpredictable
circumstances.
Some of the content of the document may be adjusted in the new white paper as the
project progresses. The team will post the update to the public by posting an
announcement or a new white paper on the website.
The team made it clear that they will not take responsible for the direct or indirect
losses caused by the participants include:
I. Rely on the content of this document.
II. The information in this document is incorrect, negligent or inaccurate.
III. Any behavior resulting from this article.
IV. The team will work hard to achieve the goals mentioned in the document, but
based on the existence of force majeure, the team cannot fully complete the
commitment.
V. JPYR is a token of the value of data in the ecosystem, not an investment financial
product, not an ownship or control.
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